INTRODUCTION
============

Evaluating the quality of medical care requires evaluating the effectiveness of the treatment provided to a patient. Hence, a valid evaluation must be preceded by assessments of the patient's condition before the treatment is given \[[@b1-acc-2018-00178]\]. In order to evaluate patient condition, intensive care units (ICUs) utilize severity scoring systems \[[@b2-acc-2018-00178]\]. The quality of medical treatments in the ICU can be evaluated objectively by comparing actual mortality with predicted mortality using methods that take into account patient severity.

Severity scoring systems can be divided into two categories, depending on the specific system used to collect data. The first category includes the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE), Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS), and Mortality Probability Model (MPM), all of which quantify the initial condition of the patient within 24 hours of ICU admission. The second category includes organ system failure (OSF), sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA), organ dysfunction and infection system (ODIN), and multiple organ dysfunction score (MODS), all of which measure patient condition repeatedly throughout the admission period.

Among these systems, the severity scoring systems most commonly used in the ICU are APACHE, SAPS, and MPM, which evaluate the initial condition \[[@b2-acc-2018-00178]\]. While the measurement variables used by these systems were initially selected subjectively, all have selected statistically meaningful variables since 1990, thereby improving their performance \[[@b3-acc-2018-00178]\].

Our institution established a severity correction model using APACHE II, which was updated in 1985, and is used to constantly monitor predicted mortality in the ICU via APACHE II scores. However, the perceived need for a new system to measure patient severity has increased over time. In 2014, the performance of APACHE IV and SAPS 3 was compared in a surgical ICU context \[[@b4-acc-2018-00178]\].

In this study, we analyzed APACHE IV, SAPS 3, and MPM~0~ III in order to determine which system best implements data about the severity of medical ICU patients. We utilized the selected system to create a severity correction model that can measure predicted mortality rates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

This research, approved by Institutional Review Board of Seoul National University Hospital (IRB No. H-1605-116-763), was a retrospective investigation that analyzed the discrimination and calibration of APACHE II, APACHE IV, SAPS 3, and MPM~0~ III, when used for medical ICU patients.

Patient Population
------------------

The subjects of this study were medical ICU patients treated at a university hospital in Seoul from January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2015. Only adults over the age of 18 years were included. We also excluded patients with an ICU stay shorter than 24 hours because the systems evaluated severity using physiological events that appeared within 24 hours of ICU admission.

Data Collection
---------------

The data were collected by two nurses (intraclass correlation coefficient, 0.88), both of whom had served in ICUs for over 5 years and were trained in the use of all survey tools. The data showing highest patient severity were selected from the medical records of intensive care patients. APACHE II, APACHE IV, and SAPS three results reported physiological indices observed within 24 hours of admission, while MPM~0~ III reported only those recorded within an hour of admission to the ICU.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

The data were analyzed using IBM SPSS ver. 23.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) and MedCalc. The general characteristics of subjects and mortality rates after severity correction (observed mortality/predicted mortality) were analyzed using descriptive statistics, including percentage, mean, and standard deviation. The discrimination effectiveness of the three systems was evaluated through c-statistics, while calibration was evaluated by the Hosmer-Lemeshow test. A severity correction model was created using logistic regression analysis.

RESULTS
=======

Characteristics of the Study Sample
-----------------------------------

In this study, we included a total of 788 patients, which includes 792 medical ICU patients admitted in 2015, minus four ICU patients during this period who were under 18. Among the included patients, 636 were in the medical ICU for more than 24 hours, and the other 152 (19%) were excluded due to redirection to a different general ward, redirection to another ICU, or death. A total of 61.4% of the subjects were male. The average age was 63.3 years, while the average length of stay in the ICU was 10.7 days. Among the admitted patients, 96.4% had medical problems, among which the most common was respiratory disease (46.6%). Other general characteristics of the patients are mentioned in [Table 1](#t1-acc-2018-00178){ref-type="table"}.

During the course of the study, the overall observed mortality rate in the medical ICU was 31.5% (248 patients), while the rate for males was 32.6%. The average age of the deceased patients was 63.4 years, and the average length of stay in the ICU was 9.7 days. These results did not differ significantly for deceased or surviving patients. Although mortality rates did not differ between disease types, patients who refused resuscitation demonstrated a much higher mortality rate (56.1%) compared to patients who did not refuse resuscitation ([Table 1](#t1-acc-2018-00178){ref-type="table"}).

Comparison of the Performances of APACHE IV and Other Severity Scoring Systems (APACHE II, SAPS 3, and MPM~0~ III)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The performances of various severity scoring systems were evaluated through discrimination of death prediction and calibration. Discrimination of death prediction refers to the ability of each system to distinguish between the death and survival of a patient, which is illustrated by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve ([Figure 1](#f1-acc-2018-00178){ref-type="fig"}). When the area under the ROC curve (AUC) values were analyzed, APACHE IV (AUC, 0.745) discriminated better than APACHE II (AUC, 0.729), SAPS 3 (AUC, 0.700), or MPM~0~ III (AUC, 0.670). Discrimination of APACHE II and APACHE IV were similar (P=0.450). APACHE IV had better discriminatory power than SAPS 3 (P\<0.05). The discriminatory performances of MPM~0~ III were inferior to those of all the other systems (P\<0.01).

The calibration of each system was analyzed using the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, which compares results using each system with the actual simple mortality of the patient. Our findings are displayed in [Table 2](#t2-acc-2018-00178){ref-type="table"}. All of the severity scoring systems were effective: APACHE II (chi-square, 12.540; P=0.129), APACHE IV (chi-square, 6.959; P=0.541), SAPS 3 (chi-square, 9.290; P=0.318), and MPM~0~ III (chi-square, 11.128; P=0.133).

Based on the performances of APACHE IV, SAPS 3, and MPM~0~ III, we derived a severity correction model using APACHE IV, which had the highest discrimination and calibration.
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According to this equation, the odds of death (the ratio of probability of death compared to probability of surviving) increased 1.03 times when the APACHE VI score increased by 1. The significance probability was P\<0.01.

DISCUSSION
==========

The capacity of a severity scoring system to predict death varies between medical and surgical patients \[[@b5-acc-2018-00178]\]. Such disparity presumably arises from the fact that the initial development of conventional systems such as APACHE and SAPS was targeted at large groups of patients with a variety of diseases. When these systems are implemented only for patients with a particular disease, additional factors other than the disease itself can affect predictions of death \[[@b6-acc-2018-00178]\]. Therefore, in order to predict death rates more accurately, a scoring model that takes into account all of the different characteristics of patients in each ICU has been suggested \[[@b7-acc-2018-00178]-[@b9-acc-2018-00178]\].

In this study, we aimed to identify the severity scoring system that best reflects the characteristics of critically ill patients in medical ICUs. Two aspects of such systems were considered: discrimination and calibration. Discrimination in this context is the ability of the system to distinguish whether the subject has deceased or survived, represented by c-statistics. The systems with c-statistics closest to 1 are in descending order as follows: APACHE IV (AUC, 0.745), APACHE II (AUC, 0.729), SAPS 3 (AUC, 0.700), and MPM~0~ III (AUC, 0.670). In another study focused on patients treated in our hospital's surgical ICU, we found that the c-statistics of APACHE IV were lower than those of SAPS 3. Nonetheless, the value of APACHE IV was still 0.80, indicating sufficient discrimination capacity \[[@b4-acc-2018-00178]\]. Another previous study also suggested superior discrimination of APACHE and SAPS compared to MPM, which may be due to the larger number of variables considered by APACHE and SAPS, thus allowing these systems to better calculate the intricate relationships between different factors measured in patients \[[@b2-acc-2018-00178]\].

Calibration refers to the closeness between the predicted morality rate and the simple observed mortality rate, a probabilistic criterion used to evaluate the performance of each system when targeting all patients. In this study, all severity scoring systems satisfied P\>0.05 according to the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, therefore signifying excellent performance. Given that P is closer to 1 when the predicted mortality is closer to the simple observed mortality, APACHE IV had the best performance, followed by SAPS 3, MPM~0~ III, and APACHE II. In most domestic and international studies, all three systems demonstrated adequate calibration for predicting simple mortality \[[@b10-acc-2018-00178]\]. Some studies, however, suggested poorer calibration, both in surgical patients \[[@b4-acc-2018-00178]\] and internal medicine patients \[[@b2-acc-2018-00178]\]. Groeger et al. \[[@b11-acc-2018-00178]\] suggested that these conflicting results can be explained by differences in the study population.

In general, APACHE IV and SAPS 3 reflected the severity of patients better than MPM~0~ III. This result may be due to the number of variables each system implements. If the system requires more variables, it takes a longer time for evaluators to input the values, and the time required by each evaluator varies significantly. If a system requires fewer variables, there are fewer discrepancies between different evaluators, and severity measurements can be completed in a relatively short time. These reasons may explain the benefits of using MPM~0~ III. However, patient factors are currently automatically extracted from electronic medical records. This development eliminates the time-related disadvantages of systems that consider more variables, thereby making the ability to take full account of patient condition the most important criterion for choosing an appropriate severity scoring system. Thus, in this study we suggest a severity correction model (P\<0.01) using APACHE IV.

The limitations of this study lie with the data collection system. Whereas many studies evaluating the performance of different severity scoring systems collected data using a prospective cohort system \[[@b12-acc-2018-00178]-[@b14-acc-2018-00178]\], we collected data retrospectively in this study. We initially aimed to analyze records from past patients in order to immediately implement our study results in ongoing clinics, but it took a long time to analyze the medical records for all scoring systems. Thankfully, the average severity measured by APACHE II of medical ICU patients was 24.3 in 2014, 23.1 in 2015, and 23.7 in 2016, so there was no significant difference.

ICU patient severity plays the most important role in determining whether the patient will survive or not, and that severity is significantly affected by underlying disease. However, when the underlying disease is the same between patients, the impacts of other major factors on severity decrease, which may lead to erroneous death predictions \[[@b11-acc-2018-00178]\]. The significance of the present study lies in this idea. Instead of implementing conventional severity scoring systems, we established a death prediction model specifically for patients admitted to the ICU for the same reason. Therefore, ICU entry should predict patient death much more accurately. We further recommend that other ICUs in our hospital, including the cardiopulmonary ICU and emergency ICU, should implement a specific severity scoring system that fully takes into account the characteristics of patients unique to each unit.

Besides patient factors, other structural factors play major roles in determining mortality rates, including standardization guidelines for the treatment and an abundance of medical personnel such as doctors and nurses working in the hospital \[[@b15-acc-2018-00178]-[@b17-acc-2018-00178]\]. Therefore, the development of a predictive model for death will depend on underlying disease. Such predictive models will serve as capstones for evaluating factors that affect the quality of medical care.

KEY MESSAGES
============

▪ Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) IV demonstrated the best discrimination and calibration abilities.

▪ APACHE IV was useful for quality assessment and predicting mortality of medical intensive care unit patients.

No potential conflict of interest relevant to this article was reported.

![Comparison of the receiver operating characteristic curves for prediction of hospital death by APACHE II, APACHE IV, SAPS 3, and MPM~0~ III. APACHE: Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation; SAPS: Simplified Acute Physiology Score; MPM: Mortality Probability Model.](acc-2018-00178f1){#f1-acc-2018-00178}

###### 

General characteristics and observed mortality

  Variable               Total (n=788)   Survivor (n=540)   Non-survivor (n=248)   P-value
  ---------------------- --------------- ------------------ ---------------------- ---------
  Age (yr)               63.3±15.4       63.3±15.6          63.4±14.9              0.945
  Male sex               484 (61.4)      326 (60.4)         158 (63.7)             0.547
  ICU stay (day)         10.7±43.2       11.2±50.5          9.7±19.4               0.643
  Reason for admission                                                             0.538
   Medical admission     760 (96.4)      519 (96.1)         241 (97.2)             
  Disease category                                                                 0.218
   Cardiovascular        103 (13.1)      72 (13.3)          31 (12.5)              
   Neurologic            115 (14.6)      84 (15.6)          31 (12.5)              
   Metabolic             43 (5.5)        28 (5.2)           15 (6.0)               
   Gastrointestinal      86 (10.9)       52 (9.6)           34 (13.7)              
   Respiratory           367 (46.6)      250 (46.3)         117 (47.2)             
   Infection             17 (2.2)        15 (2.8)           2 (0.8)                
   Surgical              50 (6.3)        36 (6.7)           14 (5.7)               
   Other                 7 (0.9)         3 (0.5)            4 (1.6)                
  DNR status                                                                       \<0.001
   DNR                   41 (5.2)        18 (3.3)           23 (9.3)               

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation or number (%).

ICU: intensive care unit; DNR: do not resuscitate.

###### 

Hosmer-Lemeshow's H chi-square tests for APACHE II, APACHE IV, SAPS 3, and MPM~0~ III

  Scoring system                          Predicted death rate   Number   Non-survivor   Survivor        
  --------------------------------------- ---------------------- -------- -------------- ---------- ---- -------
  APACHE II                               0.0≤P\<0.1             67       6              5.99       61   61.01
                                          0.1≤P\<0.2             71       15             10.34      56   60.66
                                          0.2≤P\<0.3             65       14             12.08      51   52.92
                                          0.3≤P\<0.4             56       15             12.16      41   43.84
                                          0.4≤P\<0.5             48       11             12.46      37   35.54
                                          0.5≤P\<0.6             62       16             18.47      46   43.53
                                          0.6≤P\<0.7             69       20             24.59      49   44.41
                                          0.7≤P\<0.8             76       28             34.54      48   41.46
                                          0.8≤P\<0.9             65       35             36.21      30   28.79
                                          0.9≤P\<1.0             57       50             43.15      7    13.85
  Chi-square 12.540 with 8 DF (P=0.129)                                                                  
  APACHE IV                               0.0≤P\<0.1             64       7              5.62       57   58.38
                                          0.1≤P\<0.2             66       13             9.10       53   56.90
                                          0.2≤P\<0.3             64       11             11.56      53   52.44
                                          0.3≤P\<0.4             70       10             15.40      60   54.60
                                          0.4≤P\<0.5             64       18             16.74      46   47.26
                                          0.5≤P\<0.6             66       20             20.22      46   45.78
                                          0.6≤P\<0.7             68       22             25.19      46   42.81
                                          0.7≤P\<0.8             64       28             29.40      36   34.60
                                          0.8≤P\<0.9             65       44             39.54      21   25.46
                                          0.9≤P\<1.0             45       37             37.23      8    7.77
  Chi-square 6.959 with 8 DF (P=0.541)                                                                   
  SAPS 3                                  0.0≤P\<0.1             65       9              8.61       56   56.39
                                          0.1≤P\<0.2             64       11             11.67      53   52.33
                                          0.2≤P\<0.3             62       14             13.57      48   48.43
                                          0.3≤P\<0.4             64       15             15.88      49   48.12
                                          0.4≤P\<0.5             67       11             18.56      56   48.44
                                          0.5≤P\<0.6             74       24             23.71      50   50.29
                                          0.6≤P\<0.7             70       34             26.16      36   43.84
                                          0.7≤P\<0.8             63       31             27.68      32   35.32
                                          0.8≤P\<0.9             64       32             34.35      32   29.65
                                          0.9≤P\<1.0             43       29             29.80      14   13.20
  Chi-square 9.290 with 8 DF (P=0.318)                                                                   
  MPM~0~ III                              0.0≤P\<0.1             92       22             21.17      70   70.83
                                          0.1≤P\<0.2             34       7              8.61       27   25.39
                                          0.2≤P\<0.3             112      39             30.11      73   81.89
                                          0.3≤P\<0.4             59       13             16.48      46   42.52
                                          0.4≤P\<0.5             64       22             19.38      42   44.62
                                          0.5≤P\<0.6             82       23             27.90      59   54.10
                                          0.6≤P\<0.7             68       18             25.39      50   42.61
                                          0.7≤P\<0.8             62       29             26.66      33   35.34
                                          0.8≤P\<0.9             63       37             34.31      26   28.69
                                          0.9≤P\<1.0             92       22             21.17      70   70.83
  Chi-square 11.128 with 7 DF (P=0.133)                                                                  

APACHE: Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation; SAPS: Simplified Acute Physiology Score; MPM: Mortality Probability Model.
